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ABSTRACT

Automated planning has been applied to numerous fields such as computer games, industrial robotics and even high-profile missions like planning and scheduling activities for Martian rovers. A current trend among the researchers is to apply automated planning in multiple space systems that work together in a coordinated fashion so as to attain highly complex mission goals. Even though automated planning and scheduling algorithms are mature in industrial scenarios and robotics, little consideration has been given to multiple-agent space applications. In this paper, we describe the development of a domain configurable planner which can be used for different space mission comprising of multiple systems i.e. satellites or rovers. The multiagent planning systems uses agent based modeling techniques, hierarchical task network (HTN) planning and a mixed approach from centralized and distributed planning. The initial results from the prototype planner are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automated planning is the computational process of finding a sequence of actions, given a domain description, an initial state and a set of goals that is to be attained. Planning plays an important role in developing autonomous systems since the autonomicity of the system relies upon how much rational the system is in taking decision. In the past decade space agencies have been developing custom made planners for different space missions, thus spending a huge amount of effort and resources in the overall process. Planning which is already a computationally hard process becomes more complicated when it has to plan for multiple agents and this research work address these problems by developing a domain configurable planner that is generic in nature and can be used for different multiple agent systems, thus reducing the cost and effort. Domain configurable planners can be used for different missions by altering the domain descriptions while keeping the planning engine intact i.e. the mathematical theory behind the planner is same even if it is used for different scenarios. In this paper a proposed architecture for developing such a planning system for multiple-agent autonomous space systems is described. The planner is integrated into a multi-agent architecture where agents such as satellites or rovers are modeled using BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) [1] or its extension. The planner is made domain configurable for different multi-agent missions by keeping the heuristics and planning algorithm less dependent on the domain knowledge. In terms of acquiring domain knowledge the planner utilizes PDDL, but will be developed in a way that allows pre-existing machine learning techniques to be incorporated in future. Furthermore, the planner is capable of taking responsibility for distributing tasks among agents by using a mixed approach from centralized and distributed planning. This in turn reduces the communication hurdles of the distributed planning and at the same time gives a more robust central planning methodology. It can be compared to a manager who delegates tasks to subordinates, by telling them what to do, but not telling them how to do it. The individual agent planners are given the domain description and a dedicated planner. The multiagent planning system includes a method database (MDB) which stores task decomposition methods and is accessible for all the individual agent planners. The compound task are delivered by the central planner (leader) to sub-planners in a hierarchical fashion after checking the preconditions, whether the resource constraints have been met by each agent. The central planner uses the resource manager (RM) to check such preconditions. Each individual agent then proceeds to planning phase for the execution of its assigned task (goals). The efficiency of the planner depends mainly upon the methods described for task decomposition. The planner discussed in this paper is being implemented in JAVA a mature language for agent modeling and AI planners. The planner also discusses the preliminary results of implementation. Once the planner is fully developed it will be tested and validated on a group of satellites/rovers which are already available in the department test bed facilities. Overall, the novelty of this work has been demonstrated through the development of a domain configurable planner using HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) planning and incorporating re-planning mechanism for multiple agent space missions.
2. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS AND PLANNERS

Planning and scheduling can be considered as the most important building block for most of the autonomous systems and an very detailed research has been conducted on this topic [3] until now. They are classified into different sections such as classical planning, neo classical planning, domain configurable planners, domain independent and domain dependent planners. Domain configurable planner consists of domain independent planning engine, but the input to the planner is domain specific information encoded in the domain description files. The planner can be operated on different scenarios by changing the domain specific information. This requires an expert who can code the domain knowledge into domain description files which is understandable for the planner. The only two existing domain-configurable planners up to author’s knowledge are HTN planners and control rule planners[2]. HTN planning decomposes the high level tasks into subtasks and methods assist in breaking down these compound tasks to primitive tasks[3] whereas in control rule planner, the domain specific information controls the planner during search process by informing whether the current node can be pruned or not from the search space. The control rules are expressed in logical formalism. HTN planning is widely used when it comes to developing domain configurable planner and literatures explaining control rule planners for domain-configurable planners are not known much. A domain-configurable planner cannot be used in every domain for planning because it cannot guarantee efficiency in some domains. Moreover it would be tedious to build such a planner, but we can employ methods to suit the planner for a class of domains for e.g. a planner like the one in our work which can be used for multiple agents systems. It would be a good idea to look at the architecture of the autonomous system where this type of planner can be utilized, it’s planning mechanism and what does it mean to be an agent in our system architecture. One of the highly cited and canonical architecture that is agreed upon by the research community is a three layered architecture of autonomous systems[4]. The highest layer i.e. the decision layer is where our planner is operating and the immediate bottom layer is execution layer that takes care of transferring all the execution plans into behavior specifications. This layer will also be monitoring the constraints violations arising from operations. The functional layer which is composed of elementary actions handles the hardware signaling and high speed computation. There are several reasons to use this architecture but first and foremost is that it allows the developer to concentrate on the planner rather than going into the fine details of the hardware

An autonomous space system should be able to plan its own activities, recover from failure and learn in course of time so that it can operate in conditions with less human interactions. These kinds of systems will require complex software running onboard where planning algorithm becomes an integral part of the system so as to justify the actions that are selected by the system. In the last decade several planning mechanism has been developed in industry and academia and these planners can be generally classified into domain specific, domain-independent and domain-configurable planner. The performance of the space based autonomous systems can increase a lot by using agent-based software architectures where individual spacecraft or its subsystems are modeled as agents. Even though, there are several agent based modeling tools available the real potentials of such software tools has not been utilized in space mission planning yet. Our methods proposes development of agent systems where each satellite/rover is represented using a agent that is built using BDI-style architecture. Unlike classical planning theory such as a state-space planning or HTN planning there doesn’t exist a single planning theory which can be utilized to produce a robust multiagent plan for a group of agents. Even though multiagent planning in a hard problem when compared to single agent planning there are several advantages it can bring to space missions. The representation of the satellites and rovers as agents will consider them as separates entities with autonomous behavior and at the same time allow them to take part in the overall planning. To be truly autonomous system the agents should also have a good level of autonomy where they can react to the immediate problems arising due to the course of their actions. When the larger tasks is broken down to sub tasks with the help of agents it will increase the robustness and efficiency of the system

The definitions of agents, what they should do and their potential benefits has been clearly laid out in the past few years, yet a proper engineering principle for developing agent architecture has not been found in any literature[5] [6] [7]. Reactive architectures such as subsumption architecture possess intelligence as an emergent property of the system and planning depends upon the dynamic environment in which they operate. This form of planning is good in a dynamic environment, but in course of time several unwanted behaviors can emerge from the system and moreover an agent does not possess any reasoning capability which degrades the purpose of using agents. Intelligent agent needs to exhibit rational behavior and we would like to use deliberative planning in our multiagent planning system for these reasons. Perhaps the highly cited and most popular logical framework for developing agents was proposed by Rao and Georgeff known as BDI agents (Belief-Desire-Intentions). BDI agents have mental attitudes such as belief, desire and intentions which represents the status information, motivation or the rationale behind doing something and the intentions of the agent. The expected utility of BDI agents for multiagent architecture in autonomous systems is tremendously high [8][9]. Agent programming languages such as PRS (procedural reasoning system), JASON, 3APL and JAVA based implementation such as JADE [7] and JACK [10] are available for agent development. Among these JADE is one of the most popular agent development environments and widely maintained open source program. JADE only supports the development of agent system, but the intelligence of each agent solely depends upon how they are developed. Even though BDI agents have mental attitudes and goal
oriented behavior they lack reasoning capability and no look ahead features. A very interesting tool JADEX [11] which can acts as a reasoning engine on the top of BDI jade agents can rectify the above mentioned problems and has proven to be successful in previous years. Combining these techniques it is possible to create a group of agents that are modeled using JADE with all the agents having BDI architecture and a reasoning engine JADEX on the top.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the system can be explained by the above figure and reviewing the BDI agent architecture. BDI agents have beliefs, desire and intentions as mental attitudes represented in possible world states. The intentions are the subset of the belief and desire that the agent has committed so as to attain the goals based on their world view. Each of the BDI agents in this multiagent system has a dedicated HTN planner which can be directly called by the agent during planning process. The planner in turn finds a set of action and those plans are stored in the plan library for execution. The very good similarity in the HTN planning and BDI style execution favors us in integrating a dedicated planner for each agent in the system. The highly dynamic nature of the BDI agents and the guaranteed solution of the HTN planner can thus produce a robust multiagent planning system[12] which is the two most important feature in space missions.

A high level representation of the domain is input to the multiagent planner with the help of a human expert and this makes the planner efficient and fast in respective domain. The high level goals are also input to the planner such as taking an image for a particular point of interest or attitude maneuvering and these goals are further broken down into sub goals by the planner. The sub goals are then assigned to different agents by a specific agent(central agent) that is selected by an algorithm described in [13]. The planning system uses a mixed approach from centralised and distributed planning. The agents don’t have a fixed central planner, instead when a new high level goal arrives an agent is selected using a random agent selection algorithm. The random agent selection algorithm is required only in homogeneous agent system. If a mission involves heterogeneous agents where a specific agent has a different capability or can act as central planner, the agents don’t need to run a random election algorithm since the central planner is selected by the user before planning process starts. In these cases the agents need to just execute the plans delivered from the central planner or can use dedicated planner if sub goals are delivered from the...
3.1. Domain Description

The domain description files store the hand coded recipes for decomposing the compound tasks into primitive tasks. These files are stored in the method database from where the agents can select the domain description files that are relevant for each compound task to be decomposed. An excerpt from a PDDL [14] file for scenario which describes the operators for taking image from a satellite is shown below.

Primitive Tasks

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{:operator (!warm \_up \{ (at ?x) \}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!camera \_on \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!orient \_camera \{(at ?y)\{(at ?y)\{(at ?z)\})\)}}\\
&\text{:operator (!take \_picture \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!antenna \_on \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!communication \_start \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!transfer \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!communication \_off \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!antenna \_off \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!camera \_off \{(at ?y)\}) \{(())\}}
\end{align*}
\]

Methods

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{:method (get \_image ?y) \text{ method name}}\\
&\text{(at ?x) \{not (at ?y)\}) \text{ precondition for methods}}\\
&\text{:operator (!warm \_up \{ (camera \_on ?y) \} \text{ subtasks}}\\
&\text{:operator (!orient \_camera ?y) \{ (take \_picture ?y)\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!communicate \{ (antenna \_off ?y)\}}\\
&\text{:operator (!camera \_off ?y) \}}
\end{align*}
\]

3.2. Agent Modeling

The BDI model of the agent is described using the same technique as JADEX agents. Each agent is described in XML and stored in a Agent Description File (ADF) [11]. The agent description file contains all the static properties of the agent and the plans for the agents are produced from the HTN planner externally. The executable plans are then stored in agent’s plan library so that instead of planning from the scratch a successful plan can be utilized in future given the precondition always satisfied. The agents can also store reactive plan for handling different scenarios making it faster in operations and decreasing time for planning. The standard format for agent description in XML is shown below.

agent definition

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{<agent id="satellite">}
&\text{set of beliefs}
&\text{<beliefs>}
&\text{<belief name="currentpointing" class="orient">}
&\text{<fact >new orient() </fact>}
&\text{</belief>}
&\text{</beliefs>}
&\text{set of goals}
&\text{<goals>}
&\text{<achievegoal name="PointOfInterest">}
&\text{<parameter name="targetPOI" class="orient"/>}
&\text{</achievegoal>}
&\text{set of plans}
&\text{<goals>}
&\text{<plans>}
&\text{<plan name="Strategy">}
&\text{<body>new Strategicplanner()</body>}
&\text{</plan>}
&\text{</plans>}
&\text{</agent>}
\end{align*}
\]

4. RESULTS

The multiagent planner is in the very early stages of the development and an initial result from the prototype planner is presented here. Currently no GUI has been developed for the prototype. The results shown here is for two satellites which have to point in a same direction to take a 3D image of a particular point of interest. The first satellite plan produced a sequence of actions starting from warming up the camera to communication for transferring image and the second satellite plan produced an sequence for synchronising with the first satellite and orienting the camera in the direction of the point mentioned by first satellite. At this moment there is no guarantee that the plan are free from temporal conflicts since none of the temporal information are encoded neither in the domain description nor externally. The next stage of the research is to impart temporal knowledge since feeding tempo-
ral information into the domain knowledge will help in avoiding temporal conflicts as much as possible during initial planning process. Another possibility of using BDI agent’s desire to guide planning is being investigated for future work.

5. RELATED WORK

Previous works about modeling satellites as agents system can be found in several literatures and especially in [13] where the developers have modeled each subsystem of a satellite as agents and also used HTN planning. In our work we are using BDI agent modeling so as to make the agents more rational and also can invoke the planner depending upon specific goal criteria. Moreover the planning system is made domain configurable by making the planning engine least dependent on the domain it works. Another work which employs a state-based HTN planner in the BDI agent architecture is done in [15] but our planning system distributes the sub goals to the individual planners before planning is initiated and this speeds up the planning process.
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